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Valley Precision Solutions, LLC
We don’t stock eevery seal. We stock every seal YOU use.

      
      
from other seal suppliers is relationship. We team with each customer to ensure an always
readily available supply of the products you need. Working together to best understand your
needs provides the knowledge to properly allocate inventory assets on your behalf.
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we stock every seal you use.
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Seal Kits
          
including agricultural equipment, automotive lifts,
          
and any industry that uses hydraulic cylinders.
     !         
a fraction of your current cost, we can also analyze and

        
reducing your overhead costs.
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Gaskets
' 
        # ( 
choice of material—rubber, sponge, cork, plastic, paper,
or compressed non-asbestos, we have the right solution
 #          
 
gaskets today!
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also has cut to length vulcanizing operations. From braided
  * !!        
service all of your cut-to-length, extrusion, cold splicing
and vulcanizing needs.

Oil Seals
   $      # 
sizes, designs, and materials are available for whatever
challenging or standard applications you currently use.
           
sized oil seals.
  $   !  %&   
well as your print or sample. Let our staff help you design
the right seal for that new application your company is
getting ready to launch.

Custom Molded/Machined Seals
'         
  
“standard”. That is why we offer our expertise to solve
    
 # + 
products are available in a variety of materials such as
!!     >B%   $  >B%
compounds.
B   $     $   
supply machined parts in a matter of days using any of the
materials listed above.
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Standard Sealing Components
' 
     
 
innovation, we offer a wide variety of “standard” seals used
in everyday applications. Due to our extensive kit building
operation, we maintain stock on many of these seals in
inch and metric sizes.
Our vast inventory includes:
O-rings, back-ups, loaded U-cups, piston seals, rod seals,
=" >"  ?®, rod wipers, piston rings
of various materials, sheet packing and vee packing.
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Engineered Sealing Solutions
'       +'/"    
engineering department.
Our engineering department is available to review and
solve any problems you may be having with your current
applications.
( $ ;<   *        
recommend a seal design change or an alternate material
for all problematic applications.
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Uniquely Different...

Valley Precision Solutions, LLC

SPECIALIZING IN:
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Call VPS today for
Single and Double Acting Piston Cups
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acting piston cups that replace multi-part assemblies.
Homogeneous rubber is bonded to a metal disc, only one
part is required—the most practical piston cup available.
These are designed for pneumatic or low pressure
hydraulic applications.
Double Acting Piston Cups are available in a wide range
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Valley Precision Solutions, LLC
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